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"I don't trust words. I trust pictures."

- Gilles Peress
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The family tree In teaching others 
we teach ourselves

Open your mind, open a bookPut on my thinking hat On our voyage, we set off

LIONVIEW GALLERY

of AugustPhotographs

Surround yourself with
smart people

The greenhouse of ideas

Make waves and turn heads Appreciating the little things Our future is
in our hands

Education with values Pain today, is strength 
tomorrow

A journey of earnest growth
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Boaters adorned Smiling is contagious Learning the
best investment

Photographs

of AugustVideos
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Connect
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https://youtu.be/5vFnzMrrus4
https://youtu.be/s4pQWVpg20k
https://youtu.be/1g6PuGCnbhE
https://youtu.be/5SrP9S8vJ08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erlYnGBxwxo
https://youtu.be/paRcf9gJ9B0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgYt4Gscd_c&list=PL_sCQdz_uppj2J9VtqW3kiktJhHbrdvGI&index=25
https://youtu.be/n6NPds4N2hc


Life is like a climbing frame Tell me and I forget,
Involve me and I learn

Every child is an artistNothing like learning together
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Smooth seas do not make
for skillful sailors

Reflect and shape 
your own identity

Learning is a process of 
constant discovery Calm carpet time with Mr Panda My friend and I

Kindness is contagious
There is no problem

we cannot solve

The cars we drive say
a lot about us

To know how to play 
is a happy talent

of SeptemberPhotographs



Ready for the plunge Finding the right balance

Learning a new language 
with friends

You miss 100% of shots
you don’t take

He who laughs most,
learns best

Sky is the limit

There are many branches of learning 
but one solid tree-trunk of wisdom

The shortest way to get to your 
destination is in good company

Humble yet
confident

We rise by lifting others up A bit of down time

Live your life as a role model

Dressing well is a form 
of good manners

of SeptemberPhotographs
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Alumni happiness

EXPLORE AISL HARROW SCHOOLS

After you Life through a lens

of SeptemberVideos
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3oeva_VfZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3Css8esKSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4OGzwOzvb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbpQg215XNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68nb33bqRH0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3HCWnmpM2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJIlLefM6L4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KypJdfRhy8A


Under the Willow tree Two very powerful words,
'Well done'

Set your life on fire. Seek
those who fan the flamesBe ever curious
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Alone we do a little, 
together we do a lot

'Forty years on'

You will never forget 
your school friends

Sometimes less is more Wear your smile 
with pride

Every Harrovian has 
their own soundtrack

Take a bow

Get up, dress up, show up 
and never give up.

Talent wins games, but fellowship
wins championships

of OctoberPhotographs



Picnic with Spiderman Happy Harroween

Playing music makes me happyTurn knowledge into action

The world is led by those 
who get involved

I spy with my little eye

In union there is strength The person who starts the race is not 
the same person who finishes the race Awestruck

Teamwork is at the heart of 
great achievement We are on the right path

Never stop smiling

My only competition is 
my potential

of OctoberPhotographs
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Stand up, be brave

EXPLORE AISL HARROW SCHOOLS

Too cool for school Different houses, best of friends

of OctoberVideos
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueu9idF6yZ8
https://youtu.be/PgOwxHSyikM
https://youtu.be/qJJ6lJdQhys
https://youtu.be/mLArLgzqt2U
https://youtu.be/otbpxjEDWRQ
https://youtu.be/mnJAzPCja-E
https://youtu.be/G-GolTPqyyc
https://youtu.be/d50yl4ODy6k


Christmas isn’t just a day;
it’s a frame of mind. Ho Ho Ho!

The best way to spread Christmas 
cheer is singing loud for all to hear.

Let the spirit of Christmas 
wrap you up this year.
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The spirit of giving and forgiving.

It’s not what’s under the tree that
matters. It’s who’s gathered around it

At Christmas, 
all roads lead home.

Play and make good cheer
for Christmas comes but once a year!

Be joyful!

Happy holidays!

Shine bright!

Photographs of Christmas Edition



Every time a bell rings, 
an angel gets her wings.

Christmas in the heart
puts Christmas in the air.

There’s a certain magic that 
comes with the very first snow.It’s always a good time to begin.

It’s the most wonderful 
time of the year.

‘It’s Christmas…
I had no I deer!’

'Tis the season to be jolly! The magic of Christmas.

Joy to the world!

Christmas is doing a little 
something extra for someone.

Leave a little sparkle 
wherever you go!

Photographs of Christmas Edition
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Christmas isn’t a season
it’s a feeling.

EXPLORE AISL HARROW SCHOOLS

Open presents, Open hearts! Always jingle all the way!

of Christmas EditionVideos

Photographs of Christmas Edition
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https://youtu.be/pY4VUNS7rzQ
https://youtu.be/flYqYe3uu0U


Teamwork divides the task and 
multiplies the success.

I am nothing without my band.

A day without laughter
is a day wasted.

Teaching students to count is
fine, but teaching them what

counts is best.
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Nothing brings people 
together like singing.

You can't buy happiness, but you
can buy a board game.

Focus on the task at hand. Reach out to others with a daily hello. Keep balanced!

Without music life would B flat. Reading is to the mind what 
exercise is to the body.

What has keys but can't listen to 
the beauty it unlocks?

Horses lend us the wings we lack.

of NovemberPhotographs



In the long run, you only hit 
what you aim for.

Alone we are smart. 
Together we are brilliant.

You can't play a
symphony alone.

When the student is ready
the teacher shall appear.

Happiness is the highest 
level of success.

When your body gets tired, 
Swim with your heart.

To learn music is to learn a
whole new language. The race of life is a marathon not a sprint. Time to 

get stronger.

Count your blessings, not 
your problems.

You only hit
what you aim for.

I play guitar because it lets 
me dream out loud.

You have to taste a culture
to understand it.

of NovemberPhotographs
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https://youtu.be/SfFL9oN1y-o
https://youtu.be/ILOjhF_Ifg4
https://youtu.be/UpwQHYfaXuc
https://youtu.be/4ZNt9LSe8qQ
https://youtu.be/vB3Ol538Iec
https://youtu.be/ErPNsnZ-gnE
https://youtu.be/3dI6WKLhayw
https://youtu.be/OGw9VdJvRho
https://youtu.be/oDw_L81sKYY
https://youtu.be/ZUo9z0Srmrk


Life is balancing act. Don't let anyone burst
your bubble.

A dragon teaches us that if we
want to climb high we must do

it against the wind.

Focus on the outcome not 
the obstacle.
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Music is the universal language.

An expert in anything
was once a beginner.

IT takes two.

Life is like a balloon. If you never let 
yourself go. You never know how far

you will rise.
Take aim, hit your 

targets hard.

Make the days count. Spread your wings and see 
how far you can fly.

Success achieved together 
feels more complete.

Relax your mind and draw.

of DecemberPhotographs



Life is an experiment. Act the part and you will
become the part.

Orchestra golden rules: Start
together and finish together.

Music produces a pleasure that
Human nature cannot do 

without.

There is always a reason to 
smile.

There are shortcuts to happiness
and dancing is one of them.

Sitting quietly, doing nothing, spring
comes, and the grass grows by itself. Never stop looking up. Hit the 

right note.

Throwers don't have finish lines. The future belongs to those
who learn diverse skills.

My teacher gave me the best gift:
Believing in me!

They may forget what you said, 
but they won't forget how you

made them feel.

of DecemberPhotographs
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https://youtu.be/fl62RNzWQmc
https://youtu.be/NkoceyriArk
https://youtu.be/S7kh7uhbzRY
https://youtu.be/0jgPK-uPv4s
https://youtu.be/eeNjyUBcORI
https://youtu.be/Z-gmyM8kD0Y
https://youtu.be/MyVeBz6MpBY
https://youtu.be/H6dWWrXy0Bk
https://youtu.be/HwTV7gqRlMg
https://youtu.be/3tkYEnlWZwk


Ripe fruit falls by itself, but it
doesn't fall in your mouth.

Learning is a treasure that will
follow its owner everywhere.

Behave toward everyone as
if receiving a guest.

The pen of the tongue should 
be dipped in the ink of the heart.

Crouching Lions, visible dragon.

Traveler, there is no road. The 
road is made as you walk.

The best time to plant a tree was
20 years ago. The second best

time is today. The best mirror is a friend's eyes.

Tenacity and adversity
are old foes.

Learning is a weightless treasure
you can always carry easily.

To be totally at leisure for one day
is to be immortal for one day.

of Lunar New Year EditionPhotographs
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Give a person a fish and they
eat for one day. Teach them to 
fish and they eat for a lifetime.

Genius can be recognized 
by its childish simplicity.

It is not the knowing that is
difficult, but the doing.

A person without a smiling 
face must not open shop.

A bird does not sing because it 
has an answer. It sings because

it has a song.

Teachers open the door. 
You enter by yourself.

All things change, and we 
change with them.

A strong steed cannot be
raised in the yard.

A journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step.

Talk does not cook rice.

Be not afraid of growing slowly,
be afraid of standing still.

Photographs
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A book holds a 
house of gold.

EXPLORE AISL HARROW SCHOOLS

In shallow holes moles 
make fools of dragons.

A smile will gain you ten
more years of life.

Videos

Photographs of Lunar New Year Edition

of Lunar New Year Edition
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https://youtu.be/09Q_wW6wzbg


Nothing is impossible, the 
world itself says I'm possible.

If you find a path with no 
obstacles, it probably
doesn't lead anywhere.

Attitude is a little thing that
makes a big difference.

Always do what you are
afraid of doing.

LIONVIEW GALLERY

Music is the universal language.

If you want happiness for a lifetime,
help someone else.

Believe you can and you are 
halfway there.

Reading is
brain food.

Improve 1% a day, and in just 
70 days, you're twice as good.

Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of
the mind to think!

Success achieved together 
feels more complete.

May your choices reflect 
your hopes, not your fears.

of JanuaryPhotographs



Happy Lunar New Year and 
good luck for the year ahead!

A smile will gain you
10 more years of your life.

I am not afraid of storms, for I 
am learning to sail my ship.

The problem is not the problem, 
it is the attitude about the 

problem.

Learning is a treasure that will
follow its owner everywhere.

Whether you think you can or 
you think you can't, your right.

You were created a champion 
and ready for any battle.

Quality performance starts with 
a positive attitude.

So much 
to explore.

A wise person makes 
their own decisions.

Challenges are opportunities 
to rise to the next level.

All things are difficult 
before they are easy.

The joy of sharing traditions.

of JanuaryPhotographs
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https://youtu.be/_BpVsbRqtl4
https://youtu.be/6W12gZkBtkQ
https://youtu.be/PJDMtdioM8c
https://youtu.be/SwMKfLLL0Pw
https://youtu.be/rr1SbQHjBeE
https://youtu.be/zPxQtmOgXjQ
https://youtu.be/GygRW0Oinc8
https://youtu.be/xTCIS4uJ9Ak
https://youtu.be/9W-ofBVlLsM
https://youtu.be/p-z-7ThUF8s


Championing our
present successes.

Commemorating with pride
and honour.

The Charter from which 
it all began.Refounding our future.
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Celebrate our long and venerable past. 'Follow up! Follow up! Follow up!' Historic settings.

Follow in the footsteps of 
the Giants of old.

A Harrovian fellowship.

'Glimpses of notes like
the catch of a song.'

of 450th Anniversary Service EditionPhotographs



Embodying our
traditional values.

Building for the future.

Providing an abiding legacy for 
the years ahead. Inspiring the next generation. Music played 

by lions.

Spectacular alumni roll call. 'When you look back, and
forgetfully wonder.'

Reveling in the
creation of leaders.

Delighting in nostalgia.

Photographs
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Our Harrow songs have lifted the spirits of many generations.

of 450th Anniversary Service Edition



Stet Fortuna 
Domus.

EXPLORE AISL HARROW SCHOOLS

'Blazoned in honour!
For each generation.' Extending our hand in fellowship.

Videos

Photographs
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of 450th Anniversary Service Edition

https://youtu.be/9zXmUS7c-R4


Learn to analyse failure.
Stop magnifying your failures.

Focus on your wins and let 
them propel you forward.

The person who does the work
is the only one who learns.

Allow yourself to grow and 
change. Your future self

is waiting.

LIONVIEW GALLERY

I am my own superhero.

Always praise effort. It is not about being the best. It is about
being better than you were yesterday.

Welcome
a challenge.

Every accomplishment starts 
with the decision to try.

Every child is gifted. They just 
unwrap their packages at

different times.

The doubters said, 'Man can not fly'.
The doers said, 'Maybe, but we can 

try'.

Courage is like a muscle; 
we strengthen it with use.

of FebruaryPhotographs

If at first, you do not succeed...
you are normal!



Stay humble, work hard, be kind. Small actions every day
lead to big results.

Be stronger than your excuses.
Every day is another chance 

to do something great.

Learning is a treasure that will
follow its owner everywhere.

I am enough, I have enough,
I do enough.

If I cannot do great things, I can do
small things in a great way.

Do not look back. You are not 
going that way. Game face on.

Do not wish for it. Work for it. Challenges are opportunities 
to rise to the next level.

Choose your dreams over 
excuses.

In the middle of difficulty 
lies opportunity.

Photographs
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Videos of February

https://youtu.be/SWe9aoY3oac
https://youtu.be/yiNb08koKVw
https://youtu.be/QAZwsfSpSsA
https://youtu.be/VD7xnsKWHAo
https://youtu.be/Ro7wxMHbPW4
https://youtu.be/yrzvJYEOb1Y
https://youtu.be/ehNgVLI52Wc
https://youtu.be/wn1kV4ImUPs
https://youtu.be/qzdI9vTbNnI
https://youtu.be/hRmAMx-gy54


Alone we can do so little; 
together we can do so much. Working together is success.

Success is best when it is shared.Happiness is a juicy read.
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Learning never exhausts the 
mind.

We are only as strong as we are united. Teamwork begins by building trust. 

Go confidently in 
the direction of 
your dreams!

Treasure in my hands. Whoever is happy will make 
others happy too.

Where words leave, 
music begins.

Tell me and I forget. 
Teach me and I remember. 

Involve me and I learn.

of MarchPhotographs

Happiness is acceptance.



Stay humble, work hard, be kind. Satisfaction lies in the effort, not 
in the attainment.

Learning is a companion that
will follow its owner everywhere.

I never dreamed about success. 
I worked for it.

Imagination is key!

The future belongs to those who 
believe in the beauty of their 

dreams.

Keep smiling. Life is a long lesson in humility. Smile and you
will go far.

Do not wish for it. Work for it. We love our Harrow Family!

Good vibes. Good friends. 
Good times.

Research is creating new
knowledge.

Photographs
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Videos of March

https://youtu.be/rWG2bxHvpVk
https://youtu.be/x5ki1JJe6Ao
https://youtu.be/spbWoE8O5g8
https://youtu.be/QocbKXmjZs4
https://youtu.be/UaZkYFFQMSQ
https://youtu.be/2dNE3VEe7HU
https://youtu.be/P-upgs-XgQA
https://youtu.be/u_xU53ReD6E
https://youtu.be/QX_TrKjk7X0
https://youtu.be/It-izRSyPhA


Every book is a new adventure. Excellence is in the details.

We learn best in moments
of enjoyment.

The best speakers are those who
present themselves as themselves.
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If you are happy and you know 
it, clap your hands.

A friend may be behind a stranger's face. Plan slowly, act quickly.
Today is a 

good day to try.

Take it one step at a time. Don't drop the ball.

Recognise what you have inside.

Balance is not something you find. 
It is something you create.

of AprilPhotographs

Leap into everything you do.



Keep climbing higher and higher.
Obstacles become opportunities 

when you see them as hurdles 
not walls.

It is important to celebrate
your victories.

Think and wonder. 
Wonder and think.

You do not find the happy life.
You make it.

The circle of trust.

Surround yourself with positive people. We all have some magic within us. Choose to smile,
it feels better.

A good balance is 
the key to life.

Be crazy!... Be brave enough 
to live differently.

The most wasted of days is 
one without laughter.

In a gentle way, you can
shake the world.

Photographs
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Videos of April

https://youtu.be/L2tQBdJ65xQ
https://youtu.be/rnaggk7jYb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIQcF4_2Fnw
https://youtu.be/sIR3KYN9KCM
https://youtu.be/NlGurVLQrR0
https://youtu.be/mOGZTWuwpeo
https://youtu.be/IPOCDlf1nEw
https://youtu.be/WlSXQMoLs9Q
https://youtu.be/SY1uLJvmZ78
https://youtu.be/D4g-9eus_5A



